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DESCRIPTION OF A STUDENTS@STARTUPS INTERNSHIP 

 

Are you looking for a helping hand within your start-up or a creative young mind to help with a 

specific project? Academics for Companies (AFC) is launching a brand new internship platform 

Students@Startups (SAS) this year to connect start-ups with highly motivated students at KU 

Leuven. This, on the one hand to increase awareness and appreciation of start-ups and on the 

other hand to make it easier for students to find an instructive and challenging internship. 

An internship lasts 4 weeks or 20 working days, preferably in the months when most students are 

mostly available. Availability in the summer months of July, August and September is therefore 

desirable. 

The internship should not be a succession of tasks that the company prefers to pass on to an 

unpaid worker. A student who signs up for SAS expects to learn about the internal operation, to 

be involved in the organisation and also to be able to make a real contribution to the company. 

As the internship is unpaid, the student should be paid with knowledge and experience. 

Furthermore, the equivalent of the internship may not be found paid somewhere online.  

The main faculties that AFC reaches include the Faculty of Economics and Business 

Administration, the Faculty of Engineering and the Faculty of Science. This means that an 

internship can be technical and scientific as well as economic and strategic. You can also launch 

several internships via the platform, after which AFC also looks for different types of students. In 

that case, please fill in a separate questionnaire. 

AFC also makes it possible for the students to submit an internship at SAS for 3 ECTS credits, this 

lowers the threshold and persuades more qualified students to apply. Furthermore, AFC carries 

out a first full screening of the student and if necessary, the student is matched to the right 

internship. As a company you naturally also have the opportunity to screen the student before he 

or she is accepted for the internship. 

This questionnaire is used to collect all necessary information for an internship vacancy. If the 

internship is instructive and fits in with the offer, the contract will be drawn up. After signing the 

contract, the vacancy will end up on the platform. Students can register as long as the availability 

applies, and the communicated amount has to be paid per delivered and accepted student. 

Afterwards there will also be an evaluation by an AFC start-up coordinator in which both the 

cooperation and the work of the student will be evaluated.  
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QUESTION LIST 

 

 

Name internship 
A short but strong name 
that will be displayed on 
the platform 

Conversational chatbot development 

Startup description 
Background and context of 
the company 

Digital Leap is a collaborative agency that, as a digital architect, can bring 
customers to the next level.  

Subject 
Under what subject could 
the internship be 
categorized? 

Conversational AI 

Internship description 
Detailed description of the 
internship 
-tasks 
-responsibilities 
-role in the startup 

As a developer you are responsible for the development of an all-round chatbot 
project that will be used for a number of big clients. 
 
by means of Rasa AI and Python you further expand this to apply it more 
specifically to customers 
 

Why your startup? 
Set of arguments why 
students should apply for 
this internship 

as a collaborative agency, we are currently developing the agency of the future 
an agency in which people play on their knowledge and growth and are thus 
constantly challenged 
 
 

Type of trainee 
What skills should the 
trainee have? 

-Python knowledge 
-Rasa knowledge is a big advantage 

Location 
Where will the internship 
take place? 

Leuven 

Availabilities  
Which months is the 
internship available? 

June, July, August and September 

Language 
Internships can be offered 
in Dutch or English. 
If desired by both parties, 
French is also an option. 

Dutch/English 

Positions 
Can this internship be 
repeated? Can multiple 
people do it at the same 
time? 

It can be repeated, 1 person per period 
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